
2021 CABTRAC – articulate specific considerations for shaping CRTEC program 

descriptions, as well as specific suggestions for CCSG reviewers and site visit teams. 

Present these suggestions to NCI leadership?

2022 CABTRAC – evaluate what data are most important for CRTEC to gather and curate, 

and what metrics should be used for accurate assessment of impact

Draft white paper and, after receiving input from CABTRAC (and NCI?), publish

Amy Bouton, Brian Keith

CABTRAC CRTEC WORKSHOP – October 26, 2021

GOAL:  Generate a white paper outlining suggested “best practices” for drafting and 

reviewing CRTEC sections of CCSG applications



2021 – CABTRAC CRTEC Survey

Since becoming a scorable criterion in 2017, CRTEC programs have reported quite 

variable review experiences, and considerable confusion remains regarding review 

panelists’ expectations and how CRTEC-related data are assessed.

CABTRAC created a 16-question survey to help identify specific criteria that might inform best 

practices for drafting and reviewing CRTEC proposals. 
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Who responded:

NCI Basic Cancer Center 4

NCI Comprehensive Cancer Center       20

NCI Designated Cancer Center 6

7

51

13

NCI total

Other 4
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Cancer Center members:

Less than 100 2

100-200 17

200-300 11

More than 300 3
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Sometimes advice was “conflicting” and not aligned with priorities of review panel

Perceived lack of clarity in NCI priorities, particularly related to data and metrics

DEI – is this primarily a CRTEC responsibility for CCSG?

Concerns regarding “objectivity” as opposed to “personal preferences or agenda” of 

reviewers

Challenges

Guidance

Were EAB members helpful? Yes (24); No (8)

Other useful sources of guidance:  CABTRAC, Huron

Is there a CRTEC AD on your EAB? Yes (12); No (19); Don’t know (3)
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Common CRTEC program descriptions

Undergraduate:

Programs:  mostly summer research programs, DEI engagement, (R25 grants)

Data collected:  surveys on research interest, presentations given, support 

activities, perceived impact of program on career goals, student demographics

Predoctoral:

Program description and metrics:  student demographics (DEI), degree program 

outcomes, publications, professional development activities, awards, funding 

(T32s, F30/31 NRSAs)
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Postdoctoral:

Description and metrics:  trainee demographics (DEI), publications, professional 

development activities, career outcomes, awards, funding (T32, F, and K grants)

Junior faculty:

Support programs:  mentoring committees, grant proposal (K, R21, R01) and 

manuscript review processes, career development programs (meetings with 

journal editors, program officers, etc.)
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CRTEC review process

Did site visit panel include a CRTEC AD? Yes (8), No (10), Don’t know (10)

Time allotted for CRTEC presentation 10 minutes (19),  <10 minutes (8)

Time allotted for CRTEC questions 10 minutes (13),  <10 minutes (15)

Nature of questions:  most appear to have been expected and relevant; however, 

several unexpected questions appeared to reflect the specific interests of review 

committee members, but not necessarily related to the CRTEC program under review

Was CRTEC a priority for review committee?:  Broad range of responses from 

“significant” and “a major priority” to “low”, “not a priority”, or “afterthought”
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Shortcomings listed (representative examples):

*Metrics – absence of centralized tracking*

Lack of details regarding coordination of CRTEC programs, and/or between CRTEC 

and COE

Lack of programs for middle school or high school students

Unclear plans for expanding DEI, sometimes despite strong existing diversity
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Advice offered (representative examples):

Emphasize what CRTEC brings to the table in relation to other CC and university 

programs

Clearly define the metrics used to measure outcomes of all activities and 

accomplishments

Include entire spectrum of activities from middle school to faculty development

Important to have existing NCI-funded education/career development grants
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Be ready to discuss URM data and further plans related to increasing DEI

Describe joint activities with COE

Clearly explain program coordination and leadership 

Emphasize CRTEC future plans, particularly those designed to address any anticipated 

shortcomings

Advice offered (cont’d.):
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Charge for each discussion group:

1. What suggestions would you make (regarding the topic) for preparing the CRTEC 

portion of the CCSG application and site visit?

2. What are the elements within the topic on which the CCSG review committee should 

focus?

3. What changes would you like to see based on your experiences and the 

challenges/ambiguities associated with the topic?

4. Develop a short report to the full group (5 minutes).
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